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Abstract 

     In this paper we introduce a new definition for gamma-near- fields firstly. The 
definition of Γ-near- field in is similar to the definition of the general field and we 
do not actually know any Γ-near-field different from a near-field that satisfies this 
definition. According to these new definitions we will give some characterizations 
through bi-ideals on Γ-near-field in different way.  
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1      Introduction 
 
The concept of gamma-near- ring was introduced by Satyanarayana [5] as 
generalization of   Γ -ring by Nobusawa [3].  For preliminary concepts related to 
near rings we refer [4]. 
 
Let consider M and Γ as two non empty sets.  Every map of M x Γ x M in M is 
called Γ- multiplication in M and is denoted as (⋅)Γ. The result of this 
multiplication for elements a, b ∈ M and γ ∈ Γ is denoted aγ b. 
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According to Satyanarayana [5] one Γ- near-ring is a classified ordinary triple   
(M, +, (⋅) Γ ) where M and Γ  are non empty sets, + is a addition in M, while (⋅)Γ  is  
Γ - multiplication on M such that satisfies the following conditions: 
   
1) (M, +) is a group 
2) ∀ (a, b, c, α, β) ∈ M3xΓ2, (aαb)βc = aα(bβc) 
3) ∀ (a, b, c, α, ) ∈ M3xΓ, (a + b)αc = aαc + bαc 
 
Example 1 [5]: Let (G, +) be a group, X a non empty set and M a set of all the 
mapping of X in G. The ordered pair (M, +), where + is a addition of mappings of 
X in G defined by the equality 
  

(f + g)(x) = f(x) + g(x) 
 
is a group when G is non necessary abelian. Let Γ be a set of all the mappings of 
G and X. If the product of  fγ g is defined by the composition of  f ογ ο g for 

every  f, g ∈ M and every γ ∈ Γ, then it is defined in M a Γ - multiplication, (⋅)Γ 

such as for every three elements f1, f2, f3 of M and every two elements  α, β of Γ 
the equalities are true:  
 

f1α(f2βf3) = (f1αf2)β f3, 
 
(f1 + f2)αf3 = f1αf3 + f2αf3. 

 
Consequently, (M, +, (⋅)Γ) is a Γ - near-ring. 
 

2 Preliminary Concepts and Propositions 
 
Here we will give concepts and we will present same auxiliary propositions, 
which we will use further in the presentation of the main results of the proceeding. 
Let (M, +, (⋅)Γ) be a Γ-near-ring and A, B two subsets of M. We define the set 
  

AΓB = {aγ b ∈ M / a, b ∈ M and γ  ∈ Γ }. 
 
For simplicity we write aΓB instead of {a}ΓB and similarly AΓb instead of 
AΓ{b}. 
 
Also for every γ ∈ Γ we define 
 
   Aγ B = {aγ b ∈ M / a, b ∈ M} 
 For simplicity we write aγ B and Aγ b respectively instead of {a}γ B and 
A γ {b}. 
 
In [1] is define the set as well as 
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 AΓ∗ B = {aγ (a’ + b) - aγ a’ / a, a’ ∈ A, γ ∈ Γ, b ∈ B}  
 
Definition 2.1: A Γ-near-ring M is called zero – symmetric if for every a ∈ M and 
for every γ ∈ Γ we have aγ b = 0. 
 
Definition 2.2 [1]: A Let (M, +, (⋅)Γ) be a Γ-near-ring. A subgroup B of group (M, 
+) is called a bi-ideal of M if  BΓMΓM ∩ (MΓM)Γ∗ B ⊆ B. 
 
Definition 2.3: A Γ-near-ring is called B-simple if there are no bi-ideal different 
from zero and from M. 
 
Definition 2.4: A bi –ideal B of Γ - near-ring is called minimal if it is different 
from zero and it doesn’t contain any bi-ideal different from zero or from B itself. 
 
Proposition 2.5: Let (M, +, (⋅)Γ ) be a Γ -near-ring zero–symmetric. A subgroup 
B of group (M, +) is bi-ideal of M in that case and only then BΓMΓB ⊆ B. 
 
In the introduction of [10] there are defined the left (right) zero divisor, identity 
element and Γ-near-field as following:  
 
A non zero element a, a Γ-near-ring M is called left (right) zero divisor, if it 
exists a non zero element b,(c) of M such that aγ b = 0 (cγ a = 0) for anyγ ∈ Γ. 
 
An e element of Γ-near-ring M is called identity element if for every a ∈ M and 
every γ ∈ Γ we have aγ e = eγ a = a. 
 
It is very clear that when Γ -near-ring M has an identity element he is unique.  
 
A Γ-near-ring M is called ΓΓΓΓ-near-field if it has an identity element, has at least 
one element different from zero and every element different from zero has a 
unique inverse element, meaning for every 0 ≠ a ∈ M exists a unique element of 
a’ ∈ M such that aγ a’ = a’γ a = e for everyγ ∈ Γ, where e is an identity element 
of M.  
 
We will call the element different from zero of Γ - near-ring M aγ -left 
(right)divisor of zero if it exists a non zero element b,( c) of M such that aγ b = 0, 
(cγ b = 0) 
 
In the same way, a d element of Γ-near-ring (M, +, (⋅)Γ) will be called αααα - 
distributive  if for every two elements a, b of M we have 
  
                                               dα (a + b) = dαa + dαb. 
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3 The New Definition of ΓΓΓΓ-Near-Field 
 
The definition of Γ-near- field in [1] is similar to the definition of the general field 
and we do not actually know any Γ-near-field different from a near-field that 
satisfies this definition.  
 
We will define Γ-near- field similar to the definition of Γ-group given for the first 
time   in [6]. 
 
Let (M, +, (⋅)Γ) be a Γ-near –ring and α is a fixed element of Γ. We define in M 
the operation ( )α  through the equivalence a( )α b = aαb. It is clear that the 

operation ( )α  is commutative and distributive from the right in relation with the 

sum + in M. Hence, we derive the near-ring (M, +,( )α  ) that we denote it simply 

Mα. 
 
According to Sen and Saha [6] Γ-semi-group is called the ordinary pair (S, (⋅)Γ) 
where S is a non empty set and (⋅) Γ Γ - multiplication in S such that 
  
 )()(,),,,,( 23 cbacbaxScba βαβαβα =Γ∈∀  
 
If in S’ for a fixed α of  Γ we define the operation ( )α  by the equivalence a( )α b 

= aαb, then (S,( )α ) is a semigroup which is shortly denoted Sα. At [8] is proved 
this proposition:  
 
If Sαααα is a group for a αααα∈∈∈∈ΓΓΓΓ, then Sαααα is a group for every αααα ∈∈∈∈ ΓΓΓΓ. 
 
Proposition 3.1 [7]: Let S be a commutative Γ - semigroup. For a.b ∈ S and α∈Γ 
have {a}α{b} = {aαb}. 
 
In case of  Γ -near – ring it is not true the proposition analog to the proposition 
that we just mentioned. In other words, generally if for one α near-ring (M, 
+,( )α ) is a near-field then it does not derive that for every β∈Γ, near- ring (M, +, 

(β)) is a near-field. The point that we just made is shown in this simple 
counterexample.  
 
Counterexample 3.2[2]: If we take Γ = Q and in the group of sum of rational 
numbers (Q, +) we define the multiplication with elements in the middle again 
rational numbers (⋅)Q through the equivalence aγ b therefore (Q, +, (⋅)Q) is a Γ-

near– ring. For a α ≠0 near-ring Qα = (Q, +,( )α ) is near-field, whereas for  

α = 0, Q0 = (Q, +, (0)) is not a near-field. 
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Hence, in the analogy with Γ-semigroup the natural definition of near-field would 
be: 
 
Definition 3.3: A Γ-near-ring is called Γ-near -field if for every α ∈ Γ, the near-
ring Mα = (M, +, ( )α ) is near-field. 
 
It is clear that when a Γ-near-ring is α-near– field according to [1] therefore it is 
Γ-near-field according to the definition 3.2. Conversely, generally it is not true, as 
it is shown in this counterexample:    
 
Counterexample 3.4[2]: Let (Q, +) be a sum group of rational numbers and Γ = 
Q* the set of rational numbers different from zero. The set Q forms a Γ-near-ring 
in relation with the general sum of the rational numbers and Γ-multiplication (⋅)Γ 
if aγ b is nothing but a usual production of i a, b ∈ Q and γ ∈ Q*. 
 
Γ-near-ring ((M, +, (⋅)Q*) is Γ -near- field according to definition  3.3, because for 
every  α ∈ Q*  near-ring Qα = (Q, +,( )α ) is a field, consequently a near-field.  
 
In fact, the ring (Q, +,( )α ) is commutative, different from the zero ring and every 

element a ≠0 of Q has a for an inverse element the rational number
aα

1
. But Γ-

near ring (Q, +, (⋅) Q*) is not a Γ-near-field according to [10]. 
 
In fact, if this Γ-near-ring would be a Γ-near-field according to definition in [10], 
therefore it would have a unique identity element e. Hence, for every 0 ≠ α ∈ Q 

we would have α⋅α⋅e =α, that is to say  
α
1=e  for every α∈Q*, something that is 

in contradiction because we would have 
2

1

1

1 ==e  (!) 

 
According to these counterexample and new definition we will give some results 
on Γ-near-field in different way given from definition [1]. 
 
Proposition 3.5 [2]: Let (M, +, (⋅)Γ) be in a Γ-near-ring zero-symmetric that has 
more then one element.  The following propositions are equivalent:  
 
(i)        Γ-near-ring M is Γ-near– field according to definition 3.1 
(ii)  For every α∈Γ exists a 0 ≠ d ∈ M that is α-distributive and for every m ∈ 

M* we have Mαm = M. 
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4 Characterization of ΓΓΓΓ- Near-Fields through bi – 
Ideals 
 
Proposition 4.1: Let M be a Γ-near-ring zero-symmetric that has more than one 
element. The following propositions are equivalent:  
(i) M is a Γ-near-field 
(ii) M is B- simple and for every α exists an element that is α-distributive and 

for every 0 ≠m∈M exists an m’∈M such that m’α m ≠0. 
 

Proof. (i) ⇒ (ii). We suppose that (i) is true. Let B be a bi-ideal of M different 
from zero and b ≠ 0 a element of B. It is clear that MΓb ⊆ M. 
 
In the other hand, since (M, +,( )α ) is near-field it exists identity element e and 

element b’∈M i such that b’α b = bα b’ = e. 
 
Now for every m∈M from proposition 3.1 we have 
 

m = mαe = mα (b’αb) = (mαb’)αb ∈ MΓb. 
 
Hence M = MΓ b. In the same way it is proved that bΓ M = M. From both 
equalities showed before we have M = MΓ M = (bΓ M) Γ (M Γ b) ⊆  bΓ M Γ b 
⊆  B.   
 
Hence M = B. Thus M is B- simple. The one e of near-ring (M, +,( )α ) is α-
distributive since 
 
 e( )α  (a + b) = a + b = e( )α a + e( )α b. For every m ∈ M* exists an m’∈M such  
 
that m’( )α m = e ≠ 0. Thus, the proposition (ii) is true. 
 
(ii) ⇒ (i). If (ii) is true, therefore firstly it exists an element which is α-
distributive for every α. In the other hand for every m∈M*, M αm is bi-ideal of M 
since Mαm is a subgroup of group (M, +) and there are true all the insertions:   
 
(Mαm) ΓMΓ (Mαm) ⊆ (MαmΓMΓM)αm ⊆ Mαm 
 
Bi-ideal Mαm is different from zero because m’αm ≠ 0. 
 
Hence, since M is B-simple, Mαm = M. Now, due to proposition 3.5, for every α,  
(M, +,( )α ) is a near-field and consequently from definition 3.3 M is Γ-near-field. 
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Proposition 4.2: If a minimal bi-ideal B of Γ-near-ring zero-symmetric M 
contains an element α-distributive d which is not neither α-left divisor nor α-right 
divisor of zero, therefore for every α∈Γ, near- ring 
  
                        Mα = (M, +, ( )α ) has an identity element. 
 
Proof. It is clear that d3 = dαdαd ≠ 0 and 0 ≠ d3∈B. 
 
The non empty set dαMαd is bi-ideal of M because it is a subgroup of group 
(M,+), since d is α-distributive and 
  

(dαMαd)ΓMΓ(dαMαd) = dα(MαdΓMαdαM)αd ⊆ dαMαd 
 
Due to the minimalism of B, since dαMαd has elements different from zero d3, 
we have dαMαd = B. From here, it exists a element a∈M such that d = dαaαd 
For every x∈M we have: 
 

(x - xαdαa)αd = xαd - xαdαaαd = xαd - xαd = 0 
 
From here, since d is α-right zero divisor we find x - xαdαa = 0, or likewise  
 
x =xα(dαa). But dαa is the right identity element of near-ring (M, +, (α)). 
 
In a similar way it is proved that aαd is a left identity element of near-ring, zero-
symmetric (M, +,( )α ). Hence, finally the element aαd = dαa is one of near-ring 

(M, +,( )α ). 
 

Proposition 4.3: Let M be a Γ-near-ring. Therefore M is a Γ-near-field then and 
only then when for every α ∈ Γ there is an element α-distributive which is neither 
a α-left divisor nor α-right divisor of zero and it belongs a minimal bi-ideal of M.  
 
Proof. If M is a Γ-near-field, then itself it is a bi-ideal that satisfies the necessary 
conditions.  
 
Conversely, let B be a minimal bi-ideal of M that for every α∈Γ it contains an 
element d which is α-distributive and it is neither α-left divisor nor α-right divisor 
of zero. From proposition 4.2 for every α∈Γ, near-ring Mα = (M, +,( )α ) has an 

unit element, e. It is not difficult to be convinced that dαdMΓdαd is a bi-ideal and 
0 ≠ dαdMαdαd ⊆ BΓMΓB ⊆ B. 
 
Since B is a bi-ideal, B = d2αMαd2. Now, d = d2αMαd2 implicates d =mαd2 for 
any m∈M. 
 
But d = eαd and so we have: 
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eαd = mαd2 ⇒ (e - mαd)αd = 0 ⇒ e - mαd = 0 ⇒ mαd = e ⇒ e∈Mαd 
 
In a similar way it is proved that even e∈dαM. 
 
Hence,  e = eαe ∈ dαMαMαd ⊆ dΓMΓd ⊆ B. 
 
Thus,  M = eαMαe  ⊆ BΓMB ⊆ B 
 
and consequently M = B. Since B is a minimal bi-ideal and from proposition 2.5, 
and proposition 3.5 we have that M is B-simple. Hence, M is Γ-near-field. 
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